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Abstract 

The 1970s was fertile ground for cultural 

upheaval and value change.  If we analyze 

the five factors that created this breeding 

ground for social change, we see trends that 

began fifty years ago and continue today.  

Fourteen independent studies published 

during the 1970s undergird attempts to 

establish a pattern between social change 

and mating behavior. 
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Looking for Love: 

American Mating Behavior in the 1970s 

Love’s changing essence may not be 

everyone’s primary memory of the 

seventies, but it should be.  Studies of 

human sexuality and coupling are quite 

complicated in the decade that ended our 

conflict in Vietnam, brought us recession, 

concluded our Moon landings and offered 

us Watergate in exchange.  Americans 

needed loving now more than ever. 

Moore and Ellison (2007) concluded 

that the decade of social and sexual turmoil 

coincided with the approach of America’s 

bicentennial, a time of “unlimited change 

and reflection” upon those changes (p. 42).  

But other research holds the opposite take, 

surprisingly. For instance, Theron, Young, 

and Garfunkel argue for a life of the mind 

blooming in this season of discontent (2009, 

p. 69). Suffice to say: they’re all wrong.  As 
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